
Beginner Acting Class IV: Theatre Performance
Saturday, March 9, 2024 at 7pm
Sunday, March 10, 2024 at 7pm

Featuring:

Ashley Tune is a Michigan-raised, now
Brooklyn-based actor. She has been training with
the Barrow Group since 2018. When she’s not
acting, you can find her being a freelance personal
assistant, practicing/teaching yoga, or gallivanting
around the city with her partner, Arri.



Connor Wahrman is a New York-based and
Mikwaukee-raised acting student at The Barrow
Group. Prior stage experience includes
undergraduate productions of The Zoo Story (Peter),
The Contractual Death of Jonathan G Faustus
(Faustus), and As You Like It (Jaques). When not
performing, he enjoys Dungeons & Dragons, art
museums, and playing the Broadway lotteries.

Jacky Ye is a LA born and NYC based actor. He
started training at The Barrow Group in 2022 on a
whim and has been rehearsing lines on the subway
ever since. He doesn’t have a dog but is really
thinking about one.

Jennifer Ault has been a lover and student of
theatre since she was 12 years old. The love first
started when obsessively reading Shakespeare
sprawled across her bedroom floor. Jennifer has a
Diploma in Acting, a BFA in Directing, and an MA in
Theatre. After a decade-long hiatus, Jennifer is
returning to the storytelling. When she isn't pursuing
theatre, Jennifer teaches ESL, loves to cook, and
studies genealogy. Jennifer is a proud breast
cancer survivor.



Matt Stein is a New York based Actor who was
born and raised in Toronto, Canada and started
training with The Barrow Group in Spring of 2023.
When not taking classes at The Barrow Group,
Matt works as a film editor and spends his time
catching movies at the cities numerous art house
theaters, seeing plays and hanging out with his cat
Marty.

Marie-France Perrel, a New York-based actor
with roots in France and Japan, finds tremendous
joy in the art of acting. Since 2022, she has
immersed herself in training with The Barrow
Group, where she continues to explore her craft.
When not onstage or attending classes, she
thrives in business hospitality, finds solace in
running, savors discussions about food, and
travels the world with loved ones. Grateful for the
unwavering support of Farrah, James, Luanne,
and her close friends, Marie-France remains
steadfast in her pursuit of her acting dreams.



Charles McEvoy has attended the Barrow Group
since 2022, and is in his fifth term of study. As a
second career emergent artist, Charles also sings
and tap dances. He is a long term Manhattan
resident, and currently lives with his two beloved
chihuahuas.

Charlotte Grindstaff is a new york actress. She
has two cats who love her very much.



Valeriia Pustova is a Ukrainian actress who is
currently wandering around the streets of New York.
She is easily getting excited about everything
disturbing or promising new angle of perceiving
things around. Doing her best to explore
opportunities life is giving us. As you are reading this
she is probably rewatching “Bob’s burgers” for a
tenth time (or hundredth time- who counts?)

Matthew Obszarny is a New Jersey-raised actor
and singer. He has been studying at The Barrow
Group since 2023. He holds a BM in Music
Education/Vocal Performance from Moravian
College in 2017. Past performances include Evita
(Ens.), Fiddler on the Roof (Ens.), and Jesus Christ
Superstar (Annas). His goals include going back to
graduate school to advance in vocal performance
while simultaneously studying acting at The Barrow
Group. Matthew wants to thank all the mentors and
friends he’s made here and looks forward to growing
and learning as an actor.


